Manual TAG Quick-Couplers and Quick-Buckets

Available for Excavators Up to 45,000 lbs. and for Rubber Tire Loader Backhoes

- Strong Cost Effective Quick-Coupler and Quick-Bucket Attachment Combination
- One Pin Simple and Fast Hook-Up With Low Profile Optimizes Digging Forces
- TAG Has Improved Many Areas of the Coupler Strength and the Bucket “Fit-Up” to Offer Increased Durability with Less Maintenance

Larger Tube Wall Thickness Increases Strength 50%

Non-Adjustable Adjust-A-Hook™

1.25” Pin Dia.

or

QB26 QB27 QB28 QB29

2,500 lbs. - 12,000 lbs. QC27 Coupler and Bucket Group

Non-Adjustable Adjust-A-Hook™

1.75” Pin Dia.

or

QB31 QB30QB32

12,000 lbs. - 16,000 lbs. QC30 Coupler and Bucket Group

Non-Adjustable Adjust-A-Hook™

2.50” Pin Dia.

or

QB33WR QB35

20,000 lbs. - 33,000 lbs. QC33/35 Coupler and Bucket Group

Non-Adjustable

3.00” Pin Dia.

QB38 QB40

33,000 lbs. - 45,000 lbs. QC38/40 Coupler and Bucket Group